PAINT SCOPE
134 S. MILPAS, SANTA BARBARA, CA.

RECEIVED
7/4/2019
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
PLANNING DIVISION

PROJECT NAME: SINCLAIR
Project Address: 134 S MILPAS
SANTA BARBARA.

Date: 8/7/2019
Sign Type: RE IMAGE
Coordinator: KRIS HALL
Designer: CHARLES ERNE JR.

CLIENT APPROVAL
All pro painting
5898 Moonstone Peak Drive
Bakersfield, CA 93313
License # 647032

This design is the exclusive property of All pro painting and cannot be reproduced in whole or part, without prior written approval.

Job Number
134

Sheet: COVER SHEET
RE PAINT EXISTING MONUMENT SIGN SAME COLOR
RE PAINT EXISTING CURB AROUND MONUMENT SIGN SAME COLOR

EXISTING
EXISTING EAST ELEVATION

SOW:
PANT FASCIA HOPSACK 2003-10B TO MATCH EXISTING BUILDING COLOR.
RE PAINT ISLAND CURBS TO MATCH EXISTING COLOR WEB GREY SW7075.
RE PAINT EXISTING VALERO TEAL BUMPER HOOPS TO WEB GREY SW7075
RE PAINT CANOPY CEILING BRIGHT WHITE.
RE PAINT CANOPY COLUMNS BRIGHT WHITE.

Sw7075 WEB GRAY
HOPSACK 2003-10B

SCALE 1:48

CANOPY ELEVATIONS
PAINTING: COLOR CHANGE.

SOW:
RE: PAINT VALERO TEAL RAILING TO SW 7075 WEB GREY